Example: Journal Article - Two Authors


First in-text citation: According to Joanne McCloskey and Donna Flenniken "text of quotation" (113).

Subsequent citations: McCloskey and Flenniken state "text of quotation" (113).

OR

"Text of quotation" (McCloskey and Flenniken 113).
Example: Journal Article – Corporate Author

Author(s): Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

“Title of Source.”: "Presumptive Abortive Human Rabies – Texas, 2009."


Database: MEDLINE with Full Text


Accessed: 6 July 2017

First in-text citation: According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention “text of quotation” (187).

Subsequent citations: The CDC reports “text of quotation” (187).

OR

"Text of quotation” (CDC 187).

* The date of access is optional; however, it is commonly used. When using optional elements, refer to your assignment or course guidelines or preferences expressed by your professor.